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WILTS'OF THE WATERMELON AND 
RELATE.D CROPS- 
(Fusarium Wilts of Cucurbi ts.) 
\Vatermelons constitute an important agricultural crop in  Texas incl 
are grown mainly in  light smdy soil. The United States census esti- 
mated the area devoted to watermelons in Texas i n  1910 as 18,466 acres, 
with a value of $539,313. Since then the acreage has incresrsed at  least 20 
per cent. Of late, Texas watermelon growers, especially those in  Waller 
County, experienced considerable difficulty in producing a normal crop. 
The failure was due primarily to several important fungous diseases. A 
conservative estimate may place the money losses from these diseases a t  
not less than 20 per cent. of the total crop in the State. This does not 
take into consideration the waste from diseases of squashes, cashaws, 
pumpkins, cucumbers, and cantaloupes, which are of no little economic 
concern. 
Of the nianp disea~es which affect watermelons and other cucurbits 
in Texas, the Fucarium wilts are by far the most important. Water- 
melon milt especially is not only preralent in  Texas, but according to 
Orton (1 5 )  i t  is also found from IIaryland to Florida, in Alabama, Iowa, 
Oklahoma, California, and Oregon. On account of its economic im- 
portance, inve~tigations were begun in 1916. The results obtained, 
and here presented, deal with studies on the Fusarium wilts of water- 
melon., and related crops. The other diseases of cucurbits are now 
being studied and the results obtained will be presented in a later pub- 
lication of the Texas Agricultixral Experiment Station. The field ex- 
periments on this project mere carried out a t  the Prairie View Normrl 
Scliool ancl grateful ack~oaledgment is due to the authorities of that 
institution and especially to Professors VTaller and Ed  TTTilliams for 
whole-hearted assistance and cooperation. The writer was also assisted 
by different laboratcry helpers, who, because of the war, did not remaill 
long enough with t!ie work. In  this connection, however, inention should 
he made of the ~alutzble assistance renclered by Mr. Albert Johnson, 
fornlerlp a graduate student of the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical 
College and now captzin in the U. S. arm?. 
The investigation of the Fugarium wilt of watermelon received first 
attention from Dr. Erwin Smith (21 1, who in 1899 cle~otcit considerable 
study to it. However, Tlr. Smith's claim that the funguq ATerosm1osy;orn 
?~a,~infecta w s the perfect or ascus stage of Fusaril~nz vasinfectum, orig- 
inally clescl.ibec1 by Atkinson (1) as causing a wilt disease of cotton ma.+ 
the cause of much confusion. At  first no one seei~ed to question these 
results, as they were accepted by most workers, anlong whom may be 
mentioned Martin (l4), Stuckey (24), and others. Of those to chai- 
lenge the validity of Dr. Smith's conclusioiis was Higgins (l2), whc~ 
shomecl that Fusnrium vasinfecfum Atk. and ATecosmospora vusinfecta 
( Atk. ) Ew. Sm. were pot genetically related. Furthermore, Higgins (12) 
has shown that t h e  mxtcrrilelvn fungus referred to by Dr. Smith as 
1Veco.smosporn vasinfecfn vnr. n,iz*elcrtz W ~ S  really a distinct species, to 
be referred to as E'usariu~n niveum ET. Sm., Later, Butler(%), Dela- 
crcrix (6) ,  and VTollenmeber ( 2 5 ) ,  like Riggins, also proved that Necos- 
mospora ccrsinfec/n n7as not in  any way related to the Fusa&m 
,imsinfsct~trn or to any other pathogenic Fusaria. 
~t was already mentioned prevjously that Fusariunl wilt is one of the 
serious drawbacks to profitable ~vatermelon culture in Texas. This is 
also true with the squash and the cashaw, which suffer from a seriou9 
Pnsarium milt, but this wilt, as mill be shown later, is caused by a 
Fuearium which is distinct from the fungus that causes wilt of the 
watermelon. The scope of the present work attempted to answer the 
following poir,ts relative to wilt diseases of cucurbits and other crops: 
(1) I s  Necos?~o.spora oasinfecta the ascus (winter-resting spore 
stage) stage of Pasariurn vasinfectwm which causes a wilt of cotto 
(2) I s  Fusam'?lm nivez~rn the conidial or summer fruiting st: 
Necosmospora vasinfecta or is i t  a distinct species ? 
( 3 )  1 9  Fzrsnriziln vn.sinfecfzlm the caase of ~vatern~elon wilt ?* 
(4) Is  the Fusarinm wilt of squash aiicl caqha~l- similar to o 
tinct from the F~zsarium wilt of the ~vatermelon? 
( 5 )  I s  Fzlsnri~rm nillezirn in any way related to the wilts of c-~--_., 
okra, cowpea, Irish potato,'tomato, cabbage, or sweet pea? 
(6)  Ts watermelon wilt indnccd hp more than one specj 
Fu sarium ? 
( 7 )  Are cotton and okra wilts inclucecl h:- the smne fun~us ,  F ~ G . S C I ~ Z Z ~  
vnsinf ecfu,m ? 
(8) What is the life hidor? of the watern~elon milt fungus? 
( 9 )  ?That is the effect of soil tc~nperntnre on tllr: prc~nlence of thc 
waternlelon wilt? 
Ir clis- 
ies of 
In order to definite!? cstablirh the abore point;, three series of esperi- 
ments were planner!. namel?~ : (1 ) Field tests : (2) greenhouse experi- 
ments : (3)  laboratoy technic. 
'See aIso Taubenhaus, J. J. Diseases of truck crops: 244-246, 1915. (E. P. 
Co., New York.) 
A. FIELD TESTS. 
As previously mentioned, the field work was carried out a t  the Prairie 
View Norrfial College (luring Pour consecutive seasons. The above place 
was chosen because of the severity of cr~cnrbit wilts there. Field testa 
mere also carried ~ u t  on the farms of Ilessrs. Garret and Robinson, to 
whom grateful merition is here clue. 
At l'rairie View College, the field tests wei-e planned as follows : 
(a) One-half acre of watern~elon "sick" soil, designated as plot A 
* (chosen because matermelons had died badly there), was planted to 
watermelon, squash, cashaw, pumpkin, cucumber, cantaloupe, gourd, 
citron, cotton, cowpea, okra, and Irish potato, all being arranged in  the 
order as shown in Table I. Plot A was set aside as a permanent water- 
melon "sick" field in  order to study the watermelon wilt and its rela- 
tionship to the wilts of the other hosts mentioned in  Table I. 
(b) One-half acre designated as plot B was chosen because of the 
fact that squashes and cashams had died there for a number of years. 
This plot was platlted to squash, cashaw, watermelon, gourd, cucumber, 
cantaloupe, ccnrpea, cotton, okra, and Irish potato. The arrangement 
of these hosts mas made as indicated in Table 2. The object here was 
to determine whether or not the wilts of the squash ancl cashaw were 
the same as the' wilt of. watermelon, or if yossibly related to the wilts 
of the -other hosts indicated in Table 1. 
(c) One-half acre designated as plot C was chosen because of its 
being virgin land slid was planted to watermelons for the first time ill 
1916. This field was a pasture for a large number of years and was, 
as far as known, never planted to watermelons. Plot C was divided in 
oqual llalrea, one part of which was fertilized with manure and the other 
half wit11 commercial fertilizers. At the end of the summer season all 
the oid watermelon vines arlcl frnit culls i n  both parts of the plot were 
turned under with the p lo~v (see Table 3) .  The object in plot C wap 
to determine how many years i t  would take for a supposedly virgin land 
to become infected with mratermelon wilt. 
(d One acre of watermelon "sick" soil designated as plot D was 
divicled into thrce equal parts. One part mas cleuotecl to watermelon, 
the s~conil to oats and cornpeas, the third to corn, a basis for a threc- 
year rotation being thus formed. The object of this fielcl (see Table 4) 
vae to determine the effe~t of a three-year rotation on the control of 
x-atermelon wilt on sick soil. 
(e) One acre of uirgin l ~ n d  esignated as plot E vas  divided in  tlic 
same way as in D (see Table 5). The object in  this plot was to cle- 
termine whether a three-year rotation practiced on a virgin land would 
keep out watermelon nrilt indefinitelv. 
( f )  One-half acre of virgin land designated as plot F was plantell 
' to cucumber and c-antaloupe, in which nras also interniinqled water. 
melon, squash, gonrcl, ancl casha~v. The object in this plot was to de- ' 
termine what ~011id he the effect of growing ~a r ious  cuc~~rbi ts  on t l l ~  
sarnc land and which of the cucurbit cli~eases wonlcl be common to all. 
As no ~l-ilf,  appenred, further nlention of this plot will, therefore, 
cmittecl in this buIletin. 
( g )  One acre of wilt-infected watermelon land designated as plot 
war:. planted to various varieties of wa,ternielons. This was done in 
c r d e ~  to determine the existence, if any, of resistant varieties. 
(,h) One acre of wilt-infected squash land designated as plot H was 
planted to ~ar ioua  varieties of squash, pumpkin, gourd, cantaloupe, and 
cucunlbers PO as to determine the presence, if any, of resistant varieties. 
( i j  Olle acre designated as plot. I a t  the Robinson farm (in which 
cowpeas died badly from Fusarium wilt and ~ k r a  only slightly), was 
planted to cowpeas, okra, cotton, squash. gourd, cashaw, watermc 
tomato, and cabbage. Thc object in  this plot was to determine 
relationship, if any, of the cowpea and okra wilts to the other h 
grown there. The experiments in plots A to I were carried on du 
1916, 1917, 1918, and 1913 and the results obtained follow: 
Jon. 
the 
1osts 
-- - 
Table 1.-Watermelon sick field. 
I n  stud~ring Table 1, it will be seen that during four seasonsy tr - 
waterinelons persistently died from Fuearium wilt on a waternielon 
soil. During 1916 and 1917 none of the squash, cucumber, cantalo- 
gourd, citron, pumpkin, cashaw or any of the other hosts mentionec 
Table 1 wcre affccied in  any vay by the watermelon wilt. This, from 
a practical consideration, proved conclusively that the wilt-producing 
fungus in the watermelon sick soil was responsible for the dying of the 
watcrnielons in  that land. During 191 8 and 1919, however, a slight 
per cent. of the squash and cashaw died from a Fusarium wilt which 
upon isolation proved to be different from the Pusariuni wilt of water- 
VVVhe fungi isolated from the dead watermelon plants corresponded to Fusarium niveu 
.I?. citrulli and F. poolens~s. 
**The fungus isolated from the dead squash and cashaw was identical with Fusarii 
.cucurbitae. . 
Host 
Squash.. . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . .  
Cowpeas. . . . . . . . . .  
Watermelon.. . . . . .  
Cucumber. . . . . . . .  
Watermelon.. . . . . .  
Cantaloupe.. . . . . .  
Okra.. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gourd.. . . . . . . . . . .  
Watermelon.. ..... 
Citron.. . . . . . . . . . .  
Pumpkin. . . . . . . . .  
Cotton . 
w a t e r i i ~ b n :  : : : : . I  
Okra.. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Citron.. . . . . . . . . . .  
Cashaw.. . . . . . . . . .  
Watermelon.. . . . . .  
Irish potato. . . . . . .  
Tomato.. . . . . . . .  
1918 
1-10 of 1% 
k~lled** 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy. . . .  
98% killed* . . . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
92% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
9070 killed* 
100% healthy: : : : 
100% healthy.. .. 
100yo healthy.. . .  
91 % killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
14 of 1% killed** 
97% killed ...... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
1919 
% of 1% kill 
1007 healthy 
1008 health: 
96% killed* 
100% health! 
997  killed* 
1004 health7 
100% health; 
100% health: 
92% killed* 
100% healthy 
100% health! 
10070 health1 
98% killed* 
100% healthy 
100% healthy 
of 1 7  killed** 
96%kilfed 
100% healthy 
100% healthy 
1916 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
1007 healthy. ... 
9 7 d  killed* . . . .  
1007 healthy.. . .  
9 2 8  killed* . . . .  
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. . .  
9 8 7  killed* 
1002 healthy: : : : 
100% hea!thy.. .. 
1007 healthy.. .. 
7 9 4  killed* ... 
100% healthy:. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
957  killed* 
1004 healthy: : : : 
100% healthy.. . .  
1917 
100% healthy.. . .  
1007' healthy.. .. 
100g healthy.. .. 
94% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
90% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
97% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. .. 
897  killed* ... 
100g  healthy:. .. 
100% healthy.. . .  loo'%0 healthy.. . .  
92% kllled* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
10070 healthy.. .. 
melon but identical with the organism of squash milt. I11 this case the 
Fusarium of the squash and cashaw mas evidently introduced from the 
squash-milt-infeded land to the watermelon sick soil. 
Table 2.-Sr~uash, Fusarium sick soil. 
Host i 1916 1917 ' j  1918 1919 
Squash. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Cotton. 
Squash. . . . . . . . . . .  
Cowpeas. . . . . . . . . .  
Watermelons. . . . . .  
Gourd . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . .  
Watermelons.. . . . .  
Cowpeas. . . . . . . . . . .  
Pumpk~n . . . . . . . . .  
Cucumber. . . . . . . .  
Watermelons. . . . . .  
Okra. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Cashaw. 
Cahtalogpe . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Cashaw. 
Irish Potatoes. . . . .  
Tomatoes. . . . . . . . .  
78% killed* . . . .  
100% healthv.. . .  
81% killed*". . . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
. .  100% healthy.. 
loo??, healthv.. . .  
. .  I 100% healthy.. 100% healthv.. . .  
100y  health? . . 
100d healthy: 1 . .  
100yo hea!thy.. . .  
. .  100% healthy.. 
. . . .  69% killed* 
. .  100% healthy.. 
72% killed* . . . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
1007, healthy.. . .  
82% killed* . . . .  
. .  100% helathy.. 
92% killed* . . . .  
. .  1007, healthy.. 
. .  100% healthy.. 
100% healthy.. . .  
. .  1007, healthy.. 
100% healthy. : . . 
100% healthv. . . .  
. . .  100% health?. 
100% healthy.. . .  
. .  100Y0 healthy.. 
. .  1007, healthy.. 
81 7 killed* 
1008  healthy: : : : 
77% killed* . . . .  
. .  100% healthy.. 
. .  100% healthy.. 
77% killed* . . . .  90% killed* 
.. 100yO healthy.. 100% healthy 
7801, killed* . . . .  91% killed* 
. .  100% healthy.. 
1007, healthy. . . .  
. .  100% healthy.. 
. .  100% healthy.. 
. .  100% healthy.. 
82% k~lled* 
. .  100% healthy.. 
73% k~lled* . . . .  
. .  1007, healthy.. 
. .  10070 healthy.. 
. .  100% healthy.. 
1007, healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy. . . .  
i 100% healthy 
100% healthy 
100yo healthy 
2 plants d~ed** 
2 plants died** 
96% killed* 
100% healthy . 
92% killed* 
lOODJ, healthy 
1007, healthy 
100% healthy 
1007, healthy 
1007, healthy 
100% healthy 
EFFECT O F  -4 SICK SOIL ON TEE SQUASH AND CASHAW. 
I n  Ptudlying TaMe 2, we find that during the four seasons' trials, 
both the squash and the cashaw which grew on a sick soil persistently 
(lied from a Fusarium wilt which only attacked these two hosts. How- 
ever? in this same field, neither the watermelon, the cucumber, the canta- 
loupe, the pumpkin, the gourd, or zny other of the hosts mentioned in 
Table 2 was affected by the squash and cashaw wilt. This conclusively 
proves that the wilt of the   quash and cashaw is in  no way related to 
the. watermelon wilt. During ID1 6, 1917, and 1918 the watermelons 
in field B remained healthy. However, in 1919 a very small number 
of watermelon plants died from the typical watermelon wilt.? I n  this 
case, evidently, the watermelon wilt fungus was eventually introduced 
in the wilt-infected squaGh field. From the results obtained in  plots A 
and B i t  is evideqt that it is practically safe to grow squashes and 
cashams in the same field where watermelons die from watermelon 
Fnsarinm *wilt. The same is true also in  growing watermelons in  a 
milt-infectod squash land. 
*The fungus isolated from the dead squash and cashaw plants was identical with Fuaarium 
cucurbitae. 
**The fungus isolated from the dead watermelon plants was identical with F. niveum. 
 isolation cultures yielded Fusarium nivezim which upon inoculation into healthy 
watermelon seedlings caused them to die. 
Table ,3.-Virgin soil planted in Tom Watson watermelon. 
Cultural / 1916 1917 
treatment 
der a t  end of 
season. I 
1918 j 1911 
Manure alone.- 
Old vines and 
culls worked un- 
I I I I 
der a t  end of 
season. 
100% healthy. . . . 
Fertilizer alone.- 
O!d vines and 
culls worked un- 
I n  studying Table 3, i t  will be noticed that on a virgin land where 
manure was applied and where watermelons were grown there for four 
consec-utive seasons, only one diseased watermelon appeared during the 
second season in  1917. During the third year the wilt increased to 
one-half of one per cent., and the fourth year, in 1919, the wilt Gas 
prevalent to the extent of 8 per cent. On the other hand, where fer- 
tilizer alone was applied to a virgin land, two watermelon plants died 
from wilt during the third summer in  1918 and only one-half of one 
per cent. during the fourth season in  1919. This, then, indicates that 
manure favors earlier infection and the more rapid spread of the water- 
melon wilt in  a virgin land than is the case where commercial fertilizers 
alone are used. It is further evident from Table 3 that continuous 
cropping of watermelons on a virgin land will soon introduce the 
F n s a r i ~ m  milt. Tf the practice of continuous growing of watermelons 
on that land is persisted, that land will become sick tc and unfit for 
watermelons. This fact has actually happened i$ many counties (espe- 
cially Waller County), where, in numerous instances, watermelons were 
grown consecutively on the same land for twenty years or more. This 
resulted in the wholesale infection of the land, thus making watermelon 
cnlture precarious and unprofitable. 
I 
100% healthy.. . .1100% healthy.. . . 2 plants died from: )4ofl0l, died (rom 
1 I Fusarium wilt I Fusarrum wilt 
Table 4.-Watermelon Fusarium sick soil, 3 year rotation, 
I plant Pied fromi % of 1% died from 
Fusarrum wrlt I Fusarlum wdt 
8 7  died from 
fiusarium wilt 
vilt. 
1-3 acre in corn. Goodcrop. 1-3 acre in oats and cowpeas. 1 Good crops. 1-3 acre in watermelons._ Y ~ - / o  killed by Fusarium B 
1918 1 1918 . I 1918 
1-3 acre in watermelons. 40% 
died from Fusarium wilt. 
*In May 20 1919 a careful count showed 23% watermelon plants died from watermelon 
wilt. By ~ u n 6  10, i919, and owing to excessi\le rains most of the watermelon plants were 
drowned out (see also Flg. 9). T h ~ s  made it rmpossihle to complete the year's work In that plot. 
1 3  acre oats and cowpeas. 1-3 acre in watermelons.* 
Good crops. 
1919 1 1919 1 .  1919 
1-3 acre in corn. Good crop. 
1-3 acre in corn. Good crop. 
1-3 acre in oats and cowpeas. 
Good crops. 
I n  studying Table 4, it is seen that a three-year rotation on a badli 
infected watermelon sick soil was instrumental in reducing the wilt the 
third season from 93 to 40 per cent., and the fourth season to 30 per cent. 
Unfort.unately, however, during the fourth season (the sumiller of 1919) 
the heavy rains during May and June (see Fig. 9) drowned out the 
field the latter part of the season, so that complcte data could not be 
obtained. It was evident, honrerer, that s three-pear rotation consider- 
ably reduced the amount of wilt on infected land. 
Table 5.-Virgin land, 3 year rotation. 
1-3 acre in corn. Good crop. 1-3 acre in oats and cowpeas. 
- 
1 Good crops. 
1917 1918 
EFFECT O F  ROTATION 'ON HESLTHY VIRGIN LAND. 
I n  studying Table 5, one sees that on a virgin land, where a three- 
Fear rotation has been practiced, no n~atermelon wilt appeared during 
the third season's culture. This clearly and forcibly brings out the 
necessity of ( I )  using virgin lands for watermelons, and (2 )  of prac- 
ticing on that land a definite system of rotation in order to keep out 
the 
1-3 acre in watermelon. Good 
crop, no Fusarium wilt. 
1919 
1-3 acre in waterxpelon. Good !I-3 acre in corn. Good crops. 
crop, no Fusarium wilt. I 
1917 I 1918 ' 
1-3 acre in oats and cowpeas. 1-3 acre in watermelons. 
I n  studying Table 6, which is self-explanatory, it will be seen that of 
the twenty varieties of watermelons tested, none showed complete resist- 
ance. R~rthermore, but very few came in the class B, while most of 
them mere over 90 per cent. susceptible to wilt (see Fig. l a ) .  Similar re- 
sults were obtained by Orton(lG), who tried out 100 American and 
Russian varieties. and not any of them provecl to (be resistant. It is 
probable, however, that throwh selection of individual resistant hills, a 
resistant strain may be developed. Because of the dry seasons of 1917 
and i918 the selectecl hills in the field failed to produce fruit. Selec- 
tions of resistant hills were made, ho~vever, cluring the season of 1919 
and enough seed saved for future work. It is probable that by cross- 
ing any of the watermelon varieties with the citron, which is immune 
to milt. one may obtain n resistant strain more expeditiously. This ma. 
actually done bp Orton(lG), who cros~ed the citron with the Georgia 
Rattlesnake. This strain tested out a t  Prairie View, Texas, proved to 
he 100 per cent. resistant but of little ~ a l u e  because of its thick rind 
and spherical shape. The average matermelcil growers in Texas prefer 
1-3 acre in oats and cowpeas. 
Good crops. 
1919 
1-3 acre in corn. 
Table 6.-Resistance of watermelon varieties to Fusarium wilt. 
Average 
Name of variety Nature of Shape of melon 1 weight I I 0 t h  I of melon Cons:stanry Shipping Resistance 
. . . . . . . .  Golden Sweet.. 
I re  Cream or Peerless.. . 
. . . . . . . . . .  Shaker Rluc. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Triumph. 
12lorida. 
Striped ~y'i;.' : : : : : : : : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  MrIver..  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  The Dixie. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Sweetheart. 
. . . . .  Icing or Ire Rind. .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  120rtlhook.. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Siigarstick.. 
. . . . . . . . .  Cuban ~Jueen .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  Mammoth.. 
. . . . . . . . . .  (:o'eYs Early. 
Kolb's Gem or American 
. . . . . . . . .  Kleck'ey Sweet 
. . . . . . . . .  Tom Watson.. 
. . . . . . .  Alabama Sweet. 
. . . . . . .  FIolbert Honey.. 
- 
Texture of meat. 1 F'av; 1 1 
*A-100% resistant. B-Over 60% infected. C-Over 90% infected. 
Scant. . . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
Rank. .  . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
13ank. . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
Rank. . . . .  
Rank.  . . . .  
. . . .  Rank.  
. . .  Rank . .  
. . . .  Rank. 
. . . .  Rank.  
.... Rank.  
of rind c~ualit~es to  disease 
Long t o  round mixed. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Long.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
Long.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............. Round. 
Long, Tom Watson 
shape. 
Short and long.. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
Long to  round. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lonq.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ o u k d . .  
Long to round. ....... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Round.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Long 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Long.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Long. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Long.. 
25 Ibs.. . . .  
24 Ibs.. . . .  
35 lhs.. . . .  
F5, 28 lbs.. 
28 Ibs.. . . .  
20, 25 lbs.. 
25, 30 lbs..  
20, 25 lbs.. 
?5, 40 lbs.. 
LO 25 lbs..  
25: 28 lbs.. 
18. 20 lbs.. 
90, 35 Ibs.. 
25 Ibs.. . . .  
25 30 Ibs.. 
25' 30 lbs.. 
30 35 Ibs.. 
30' 50 lbs.. 
30: 35 lbs.. 
30, 35 Ibs.. 
Very brittle and thin. 
Brittle and t h ~ n . .  . . .  
Solid and medium 
thick. 
Very soljd and thick.. 
Very soltd and thick.. 
Very solid and thick,.  
Solld and med~um t h ~ n  
. .  Very solid but thin. 
Very solid and thick..  
. . . .  Brittle and thin. .  
Very solid and thick..  
Very solid but thin. . .  
Very tough and thick. 
Very so!ld and thick..  
. . .  Solid and thick.. 
Very solid and t.hidk.. 
. . .  Brittle very t h ~ n .  
...... solid A d  thin..  
. .  Very solid and thin. 
Very brittle, very thin 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coarse. 
Fine, better than Wat- 
son. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coarse. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coarse. 
Good. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coarse. 
Fine texture. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  Very coarse.. 
Very coarse.. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fair:. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Good. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fair. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Medium.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fair. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coarse. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine. .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine,.  
. . . . . . . . . . .  Medmm.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine. 
Extra sweet.. .. 
. . . . . . . .  Good. 
. . . . . . . .  Poor.. 
Poor, not sweet 
Good. ........ 
Citron f!avor.. . 
Good. ..... : . .  
. . . . . . . .  Poor..  
Medium sweet. 
. . .  Very sweet. 
. . . . . . . .  Good. 
. . . . . . . . .  Fair. 
. . . . . . . . .  Fair. 
. . . . . . . .  Poor.. 
. . . . . . . . .  Fine. 
. . . . . . . . .  Falr. 
. . . . . . . .  Fine..  
. . . . . . . .  Fine..  
. . .  Very sweet. 
.. Extra sweet.. 
Poor..  . . . . .  
Poor..  . . . .  
Good. . . . .  
Good.. . . .  
Good. .... 
Excellent.. 
Good.. . . .  
. . . .  Good. 
Good. . . . .  
. . . .  Poor.. 
Good.. . . .  
. . . .  Good. 
. . .  Good.. 
. . .  Good.. 
. . . .  Good. 
. . . .  Good. 
.... Poor.. 
. . .  Good.. 
. . . .  Good. 
Very poor. 
C* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C . 
C 
I3 
C 
B 
C 
B 
C 
C 
a. Watermelon sick field planted in 20 varieties of watermelons, nearly 
all of them wiped out by Fusarium wilt. This is indicated by the hareness 
of the field. The rows remaining healthy are okra, cowpeas, Irish potatoeo, 
tomatoes and cabbage. 
b. Early stages of squash wilt. 
r. Waterm~lon qe~dlings killed by Fzirnriztm citrrrlli 
the Tom Watson rariety; lience i t  might he crossecl with the citron to  
obtain quality and resistance. This is planned to be carried out by us 
in  the fut~ire.  It 1s true that there are many watermelon varieties which 
are far superior in tlaror to the Tom TITatson; horvever, the latter varieQ 
has been r~~t?ll intro:lucccl, and, hesides, i t  is a good shipper and is nacked 
economically in the cars  hen shippccl long distances. 
Of the &any squash r nrietiea tested, t he  Jlamnlotli White Bush, Yel- 
low Summer Crookneck, PITerv Giant Summer Crookneck, Long White 
34arrow, and the Roston blarrow seem to possess considerable resistance. 
Of the other squat11 r tlrieties testcd ~vhicli were practically 100 per cent, 
susceptible to wilt may be nicntioned the Early White Scalloped Bush, 
+'Bush7' Fordhool~, New IZed or Golden Bubbarcl, Chicagb Warted Wub- 
bard, blammoth Chili, Essex IIybrid, blammoth TVliale, Delicious, Deli- 
cate, Pike's Peak, Yellow Pathy Pan, and ?Ifammoth Yellow Bush. 
It is worthy of note that of thc seven varieties of pumpkin tested all 
showed to be highly resistant to Fusarium wilt. Of the varieties tested 
may be mentioned Big Tqm or Imported Large I'ield Pumpkin, Large 
Cheerc ken tuck^ Fielcl, Small Sugar, Genuine Mammoth, Burpee7s 
Golden Oblong, Jepanese Pumpkin, and8Burpee's Quaker Pie. 
Like the pumpkin, all the varieties of gourcls tested were highly re- 
sistant to Fusarium wilt. This is the case for the cultivated as well as 
for the ornamental varieties. I n  Texas there seems to be an inherent 
prejudice against eating gourds. It is true that because of unpleasant 
taste most of the edible varieties are not well suited for cooking; how- 
ever, the variety "Sngar Through" (Pig. 2a and b) obtained from 
Burpee's Seed Company pro~ecl not only resistant to wilt but also highly 
adapted to cooking and when prepared properly, cannot be clistingr~ished 
in taste from any of the superior varieties of squashes, pumpkins, or 
cashaws. Tn fact. the domestic science department of Praivie View 
Normal College cocked the "Sngar Through" gourd in various mays and 
served. it to many visitors and to the students without their being told 
what ,it was. The d i ~ h  was relished as though it were pumpkin, squash, 
or cashqw. '(Sugar Through" gourd was also cooked by several farmers 
as n~ell as by thc writer a t  his home without telling what it. was and 
the fr~xit was consumed and taken for ?quash. Furthermore, this gourd 
is well aiIal3ted for cannlng purposes as well as for pies. On account of 
the prolific nature of the "Sugar Through" variety of gourd and the 
size of its fruit, it could take an important place with the pumpkin or 
any other cucurbit both as a food for humans and for stock. This 
vhrictv is. therefore, ~ t r ~ n g l p  recomnlended to the people of Texas, 
espeeiBlly jn localities where the land is badly infected with P~~kariurn 
wilt. 
FIGURE 2. 
a. "Sugar Through Gourd" growing in a watermelon sick soil. 
b. "Sugar Through Gourd" growing in a squash sick soil, exhibiting in both 
cases 100 per cent resi'stance. 
I n  addition to the "Sugar Through" gourd the follo~ving varieties of 
gourd have been tested and proved entirely immune to Fusarium wilt: 
White Egg, l)ipper, Dish Cloth or Chuffa, Orange, Apple, Spoon, and 
Calablish. 
Four seasons of field tria!s seem to indicate that the cucumber is not 
host to the Fusarium wilts which attack the watermelon or the squash. 
Cucunibers are f reque~tly subject to the ~an l e  bacterial blight (Bacillus 
tmcheip7~iZ~s Ew. Sm.) which affects cantaloupes. Cultures made from 
freshly wilted cucum1,er plants yielded in most cases a pure growth of 
B. tracheiphilus. On the other hand various Fusaria were often iso- 
lated from infected cucnmber plants which had wiltecl and died long 
since. These fungi resemblecl in no way the pathogenic Fusaria of the 
watermelon and squash wilts. Furthermore, cucumbers grown in in- 
fected squash or watern~elon sick soil remained healthy during the entire 
season. The same a190 holds true for +he cantaloupe (Fig. 3a), which 
in  Texas is freq11entlg wiped out not by Fusarium wilt but by bacterial 
blight (Baeillzcs tracheiphilus) or by Sclsrotium ~olfsii Sacc. Stone (23) 
reports a serious vascnlnr disease of greenhouse encumbers and a 
utes it to a species of Fusarium. I t  is probable, however, that he e 
dealt with rc, new clisease or vi th  bacterial blight (Badllus iracheiph~ 
. and that the Fusarium was only a secondary invader. Lewis(l3 
~ o r t s  the following Fusaria to cause a rot on cucumber fruit: Fusa 
rthoceras, F. reticulatum, and F. argillaceum.. I n  Texas, how 
ve have not met with any of these Pnsaris on the cucumber. 
Table 7.-Cowpea Fusarium sick soil. Rohertsoh's farm. 
/ It!- 
crium. 
'ever, 
I n  studying Table Pi' i t  will be seen that cowpeas (var. Lady Finger), 
ied badly in  the field from Fusa,rium tmcheiphilaf during the seasons 
f 1916, 1917; 1918, and 1919. On the other hand, the same wilt dicl 
Host 
Cowpea. .......... 
Squash.. ......... 
Cotton. .......... 
Cowpea. ......... 
Okra ............. 
Cotton.. ......... 
Watermelon. ..... 
Squash.. ......... 
Cashaw.. ........ 
Cowpea. ......... 
Okra.. ........... 
Cotton.. ......... 
Watermelon. ..... 
+Okra... .......... 
*Isolations made from infected cowpea plants yielded pure cultures of Fusarium trachei- 
tila. 
**Isolations made frAm infected okra plants yielded not Fusariurn vasinfedum, but 
maloacearum. 
?Proved by isolation cultures and artificial i?oculation on healthy cowpea plants in the 
boratory. 
1916 
79% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy. . . .  
82% killed* .... 
38% killed* . . . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy.. :. 
817' killed* 
2 2 9  killed**' : : : 
1 0 0 8  healthy.. . .  
1007  heafthv.. . .  
1 0 8  killed** . . .  
1919 
86% killed 
100% healtl 
100% healtl 
82% killed 
29% killed- 
100% healthy 
1007 healthv 
1 0 0 2  health?.. .. 
100% healthy 
91 0.! killed*. 
18% killed 
100% healtk 
100% healti 
21% kllled 
1917 
76% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy. . . .  
79 0/ kjlled* . . . .  
3 3 4  killed* . . . .  
1007 healthy 
1 0 0 8  healthy: : : : 
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
78 7 k~lled* 
36d killed**' : : : 
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
1918 
83% killed* . . . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
100 yo healthy. ... 
76% killed* .... 
20% killed* .... 
100% healthy.. .. 
100% healthy 
100% healthy::: 
100y healthy.. . .  
8 3 4  killed* 
24% killed** : : : 
100% healthy.. . .  
100% healthy.. . .  
36% killed* . . . .  29% killed** . . .  I 
FIGURE 3. 
a. Row of cantaloupes growing in a squash sick fleld, 
resistant 100 per cent. 
b. Squa3h plant dying from Fusarium wilt in same field as a. 
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not attack ille 3quash, the waterinelon, the cashaw, the cotton, the tomato, 
the cabbage which were planted during the four seasons in the sick 
cowpea field. However, the only other crop which was dying from a 
Pusarium wilt mas the okra. This was observecl during the sunliner 
seasons of 1916, 1917, 1918: sncl 1919. It should be noticed that the 
Fusarium wilt which killed the okra a t  the Robertson farm clid not 
affect the cotton. From experiments referred to later (p. 2O), it will , 
be seen that this okra wilt is different from the common wilt of okra 
and as proved by Carpenter(4) is attributed to Fusarium vasinfectum, 
which also attacks the cotton. As mill be seen on page 20 the okra 
wilt a t  the Robertson farm was founcl to 'be induced by an apparently 
new species of Fusarium, which for conuenience was named Fusa~iuna 
makvacearz~m, Ta~lb. No attempt has as yet been made to determine the 
prevalence and distribution of this new okra wilt in  Texas. 
B. GREENHOUSE EXPERIMENTS. 
I n  connection with, and in order to duplicate the field experiments, a 
large series of tests were started in the greenhouse during 1917 and 1918. 
The experiments were arranged as follows: 
One bench, one-half of which was filled with sick soil, brought from. 
a watermelon sick field from Prairie 'View, Texas, was designated as plot 
1. The other half of the bench which mas separated by a solicl partition 
was filled with sick soil taken fro111 n sick squash field from Prairie View? 
Texas, and designated as plot 2. Both of these plots were planted with 
seeds* of watermelon, squash. pumpltin, okra, gourd, and cowpeas. The 
seeds were planted in  rows. 100 to a row. Germination proceeded nor- 
mally within six to twelve days 3fter soving. After ten clays growth, 
80 per cent of the watermelon seedlinp In plot 1 diecl from Fusarium 
wilt (Fig. 4b). On the other hand, all the other l~osts in  this plot re- 
mained healthy. 111 plot 2, 65 per cent. of tll'e squash plants died from 
Pusarium wilt (Fiq. 'la) while the nraterimelon and the other hosts re- 
mained healthy. This test. carried out for two !-ears, practically yielded 
~ imi l a r  results, thus proving that thc, watermelon sick soil containecl 
Fusarium of maternlelon wilt mhic11 killed the watermelon, but none of 
the other cucurl~its or the okra or cowpea. Likewise, the squash sick 
soil which was infected with Fusarium wilt mas kiIling the squash only, 
but none of the other cucurbits nor the 6kra ailel cowpea. I n  order to 
definitely determine whether the watermelon and squash seedlinw in 
plots 1 and 2 were killecl h r  Fusaria, isolation cultures were made of 
freshly wiIted plants of both hosts, using all the known aseptic rules. 
Pure cultures of Fusaria were obtained from both the wilted watermelon 
~eedlings from plot 1 and from the squash seedlings fro111 plot 2. The 
*Before planting, the seeds were soaked for one minute in a 1-2000 corrosive sublimate 
solution. then rinsed in sterilize8 water. 
FIGURE 4. , 
a.  Squash .iick soil in the greenhouse, to the right and middle only, squash 
plants die from Fusarium wil t ;  to the left, watermelon plants remain healthy. 
b. Watermelon sick soil in  the greenhouse, to  the right squash plants re- 
main healthy; to the left, watermelon seedlings badly die from Fusarium wilt. 
r .  Plate culture of F. citrulli on potato agar. 
(1.  Plate culture of B'. ndveum on potato agar. 
Y. Squash hug. f.  ~ncu$ber  striped beetle. g. Lady bug. .(e. to g., all  
C~r r i e rn  of watermelon and squash wilt.) 
pure cultlu-e of l':lsariul!i olrtailie(1 from tlre ~riltcn~lelon seedlings was 
then inoculatecl in sterilized .oil whicll was 12lantc.d to healthy clisinfectecl 
watern~elon scccl. likewise the pure canlturc of Fusarium originally iso- 
lated froni the squash wil t~t l  seedlings of plot 2 mas illoclllated in the 
pots with sterilized soil slid planted to squash. Nithill fifteen days the 
watermelon seedlicgs and later (luring blossonliag thc 'squash plants 
were killed by their respective Pusaria inocnlat~d in the pots. In  each 
rase, whenever infect-ion bccamc apparent t h ~  (aausal organisms mere 
recovered again. I 
Healthy soil was secured and filled in  ten &inch pots, both soil and 
pots heing twice steam sterilized for two hours a t  20 Ibs. pressure. 
Three pots of these were inocnlated* with a pure culture of Fusarium 
obtained from a wilting watermelon stem. and two were left as checks. 
These five pots were then planted with healthy disinfected squash seeds. 
Of the remaining five pots, three were inoculated with a pure culture 
of Fusarium which was originally isolatecl from wilted squash plants 
and two were left as checks. These five pots were then planted with 
healthy disinfected seed of m~atermelon. The seedlings in the ten pots 
all germinated and both squash and watermelon plants grew and re- 
mained healthp during four months in  the greenhouse without ever ex- 
hibiting signs of wilt. On tlie other hand, watermelon seedlings soon 
wilted when healthy waternlelon seeds mere planted in the pots inocu- 
lated wit11 wnternl~lon Fussriun~. Fronz these experiments it was con- 
clusivcly provecl that both squach npd watermelon milts are distinct and 
that it is possiblr: to grow healthy watermelons in a squash sick land 
provided the watermelon F'nearium is kept out. Likewise, i t  is possible 
to grow healthy squash in a sick vatermelon field provided the sq~iash 
Fusarium is kept out. 
To further proye the pathogenicity of the Fusaria here considered, 
2 64- 5-inch pots Irere fillecl n-i th goor1 ~vaternlelon soil which nras shippecl 
in from Prairie Vlev~. The pots ancl soil were sterilized in .the auto- 
clave for three hours at  15 111s. preqsure. This was clonc twice with an 
interval of two d q r s  so 3s to nmke sure that any microorganisms tha t  
might be in the soil were killecl. To fnrthcr make certain of the absence 
of microorganisn~s, isolations mcre made from the soil, the n~ethocl used 
]wing indicxted on page 25. No growth whatever appeared from the 
platings of the stesunecl eoi!. proving that no microorganisms remained 
alive there. The 266 pots werc then cliviclul into elwen series, nine of 
which were inocul3tecl with ei%rht clistinct species of Fusaria. The eler- 
enth ser ie~ mas used as n cliecli. Three pots Tvcrc used for each ~peries 
*The method of inoculation consisted in introducing in the soil pure cultures of 
~olutjon, then rjnsed jn sterilized water. 
\\TILTS O F  \PA~~ER~\SEI,ON AND ~{CIIA'YED CROPS. I I) 
of F~~aariunl,  m a k i ~ g  a total of 240 inocnlatect pots and 24 of checks. 
The following organisms were usecl for jnoc.ulntion: li'. niveunt, F. 
citmllli, and F. p o o l ~ n s i ~ ,  all tllrce of vhich were isolated from ciiseased 
watermelon plants ; E'. cz~c?lrbitae was originally isolatecl from diseased 
squash plants ; F. vaainf ect?rl?z vas isolated from diseased cotton plants ; 
F. mt~l.l:acen?uim (Fig. Sg). from ciiseasecl okra plants from Eobertson's 
farm ; F. tmclt,eip~hiZu mas isolatecl fro111 cowpea ; 14'. conqlzctinans was 
isolated fro111 disease~l cabbage plants; F. Zycopcrsici was isolated from 
discasecl tomato plants; F. latli yr i  froill diseasecl sweet pea plants. The 
method 01 inoculation corisistecl in i.>reaking up in sterilized water younz 
. five-days-old cultures of each particular li'uqarium and then worked in 
with the soil. After inoculation, the pots mere allowed to stand two 
clays, after which iime e r e 7  pot in all the series, including the checks, 
ias planted alike with five seeds of each of watermelon, squash, cotton, 
kra, cowpea, tomatoes, czbbage, and sweet pea (Fig. 5a and c). The 
esults of these experiments are indicated in Table 8, which is self- 
xplanatorp. It ia  thus seen that pure cultures of F. niveum, F. citrulli 
nd TI'. poo7en.s.i~ were all capable of producing a wilt disease of water- 
melon. None of these organisms, however, were capable of producing a 
~ i l t  on squash, cotton, okra, co.rvpea, tomato, cabbage, or sweet pea. 
likewise, F. c~ccu~bitne,* originally isolatecl from the squash, was only 
apalole of in fec t i~g  the squash and the cashaw, but none of the other 
osts, as shown in Table 8. The same mas also true for F. vasinfectumt 
which has proved to be parasitic on the cotton and the okra only. "-*- 
thermore, B. rnaTz~acecxm~m, originally isolated from okra plants, pr 
to be a weak para~i te  on okra hut was unable to infect cotton or 
of the other hosts jndicated in Table 8. I n  a further study of ?: 
, it mill be seen that F'. tracheiphiln is parasitic on the cowpea ( 
C conglufin,on.q. panqitic on the .cabbage only, F. Jycopersicl: para 
11 the tomato and F. laf?i?/ri parasitic on the sweet pea only. 
Table 8.-Greenhouse pot inocu1ations.t 
1' u1- 
tovek 
any 
'3 bl'e 
Pot  Series No. Species and I- 
ing 24 pots..  
:ti0 n took 
or on roots 
m niveum, 
:*. . . . . . . .  
:*. . . . . . . .  
:* . . . . . . .  
Fusariu 107: Watermelon. 
do* . . . . . .  Srr~iash . . . . . .  
rlo* . . . . . .  Cotton. .  . . . .  
. . . . . .  . . . .  do". Okra.. 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  do**. Cowpea. 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  do . .  Tomatoes. 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  do**. Cabbage. 
. .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  do**. : Sweetpta..  
*Fusarlurn cucurbiiae seems to be distinct and different from F. helianfhi r.  rerrculal 
~d F. culrnorum, which Lewis (13) reported to  produce a rot on squash frui(! 
?Representing results of average of two years experiments. 
ZFusarium citrulli and F. poolens's of pot series No. 2 and 3 behaved 
 at is, they produced disease on watermelon, but  not on sr~uash. cotton, 
,mat o, cabbage or sweet peas. 
**No infec place when fungus was placed i~ 
on  stem end i and not even when fungrs mprt 
1 soil, nor 
rlium was i 
when a b r a ~  
nserted in I 
.ke F. nive 
okra, cowl 
sian was m 
sterna or ro 
able 8.-(C ontinued) . 
Uo ~nfection took place when fungus wae inoculated in the soil. but only through abraeian 
r stem end or In the roots . 
V.. trlfectlon took p ace when fung1.s was p'aced in soil nor when abrasian was made 
em end or on roots and not even when fungnis myseliuk was rusarted in stems or roots . 
. 
rerce~~rdge 
of dying 
67 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
78 
62 n 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. 57 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
83 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
75 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 
48 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
79 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.. 0 
0 
'0 
All healthy 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
Pot Series No . 
.. I, includidg 24 pots 
..I i. including 24 pots 
.. i. including 24 pots 
.. 7. including 24 pots 
.. No . 8. including 24 pots 
3. including 24 pots .. 
LO. including 24 pots . 
. 11 . including 24 pots 
rarlou vl 
incubation 
(days) 
41 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
32 
40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 
0 
0 
0 
@ 
0 
0 
0 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 
37 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
No inoculaz 
tion . 
.... do 
..,. do 
.... do 
.... do 
.... do 
.... do 
do .... 
Species and Stram No . I 
. . . . . .  . F cucurbitae. 103 
do** . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** ..:........... 
. .... F vasinfectum. 101 * 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do** . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do** . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do** .............. 
. ... F malvacearum. 102* 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
do** . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do** .............. 
do** .............. 
. . . . .  F tracheiphila. 103 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do . ................ 
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
. . .... F conglutinans 100 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
F . lycopersici. I l l *  ..... 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
F . lathyri ............. 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
................ do 
do ................ 
do ................ 
do ................ 
Check ................. 
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do ................ 
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nos t  Used . 
.......... Squash 
Watermelon ..... 
............ Okra 
.......... Cotton 
......... Cowpea 
Tomato ......... 
........ Cabbage 
Sweet pea ....... 
.......... Cotton 
............ Okra 
. . . . .  Watermelon 
.......... Squ. sh 
......... Cowpea 
Tomato ......... 
Cabbage ........ 
Sweet pea . . . . . . .  
............ Okra 
......... Cotton. 
Watermelon . . . . .  
Squash .......... 
Cowpea ......... 
Tomato ......... 
Cabbage . . . . . . . .  
Sweet pea ....... 
......... Cowpea 
Okra ............ 
Cotton .......... 
Tomato ......... 
Cabbage . . . . . . . .  
Watermelon ..... 
Sweet pea ....... 
Squash .......... 
........ Cabbage 
Tomato ......... 
Cowpea ......... 
Okra ............ 
Cotton .......... 
Watermelon ..... 
Squash .......... 
Sweet pea ....... 
Tomato ......... 
Cabbage ........ 
Cowpea ......... 
Okra ............ 
Cotton .......... 
Watermelon ..... 
Squash .......... 
Sweet pea ....... 
Sweet pea ....... 
Tomato ......... 
Cabbage ........ 
Cowpea ......... 
............ Okra 
Cotton .......... 
Watermelon . . . . .  
Squash .......... 
..... Watermelon 
.......... Squash 
.......... Cotton 
............ Okra 
......... Cowpea 
......... Tomato 
........ Cahbage 
Sweet pea ....... 
a result of these s ~ i l  inoculations i t  was thought that the reasoi 
~ p s  certain hosts, as indicated in Tablc 8, were susceptible only to cer. 
tain specific Fusaria, was probably due to the fact, that the inoculum was 
put in the soil without injuring the roots of the hosts. Accordingly, and 
after a period of six weeks, the various hosts which did not become sus- 
'ceptible to infection by the Fusaria, as shown in Table 8, were bruised 
at the stem ends and roots. This was done by scratching deeply with 
a sterilized knife and yet no infection took place, thus further proving 
that certain Fusaria can attack only specific hosts and no others and 
this restriction to host is not necessarily influenced by wounds. Not 
being content with the above resnl t~ we planned another experiment, 
as follows: Thirb-two 5-inch pots were filled with sandy loam soil and 
Table 9.-Greenhouse pot experimente.* 
i sterilized as indicated on page 18. The pots were then divided 
ght ~eries. each series consisting of four pots. The pots in eacl 
s were planted as lnclicatecl in Table 9, ten seeds being used to eacl 
The seecls in all the pots came up regularly and the plants wer 
7ed to grow undli~turbed for ten weeks. The pots in this experi 
t were all watered mibh sterilized water to prevent accidental in 
verage results of two years experiments. 
The fungus was recovered from the infected plants. 
I Kind of Host I 
Series and pot No. planted ~n pots 
... A. 1.2,3,4 .... ermelon.. 
l3. 5. 6, I, 8 . .  ....... Squash.. i 
No. 
pot 
1 
2 
n 10, 11, 12 . .  .... 
1. 14, 15, 16. .  ... 
'. 18. 19, 20. .  ... 
Cotton.. ........ 
Okra ............ 
Cowpea.. ....... 
Kiqd of Fungus Result of 
inoculated I inoculation 
,22 ,23 ,24 . .  .. tomato.. ....... 
. ! 
i, 26,27, 28. .... Cabbage. ....... 
3,30,31,32.. ... Sweet pea.. ..... 
i 
. . .  Fusarium niveum.. 
...... F cucurbitae.. 
50m dead** 
~ l f R e a ~ t h ~  
All healthy 
All healthy 
28% dead** 
All healthy 
All healthy 
All healthy 
41 0/, dead** 
All healthy 
All healthy 
All healthy 
18% dead** 
9 7  dead** 
All healthy 
All healthy 
All healthy 
817 dead** 
l ~ l l  bealthy 
All healthy 
73'7 dead** 
AII Realthy 
All healthy 
All healthy 
95 0/ dead** 
P;II Realthy 
All healthy 
/All healthy 
..... 3 F vasinfectum.. 
4 Check. ............. 
......... r b i t a e .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  707 dead** 
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  
'Al l  Ohealthy 
All healthy 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Check.. All healthy 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
......... 
. . . . .  
F. niveum.. 
F. vastnfectum.. 
Check ............... 
F. vas;nrectum.. . . . . .  
F niveum. .......... 
F. cucurbitae. . . . . . . .  
Check ............... 
F. Vas;nEectum.. ..... 
F. malvacearum.. . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  F niveum.. 
Check ............... 
F. niveum.. ......... 
F. tracheiphil? ....... 
..... F. Vaslnfertum.. 
Check ............... 
F. lycopersici.. ...... 
F. niveum.. ......... 
. . . . . .  
............. 
23 F vas~nfectum. 
24 I ~ h e c k . .  
25 F conglutinans. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  26 IF. niveum.. 
27 
28 
.- 
F. vas:nrectum.. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Check.. 
FIGURE 5. 
a. From left to right-pot 100 inoculated with Fwar ium conglutinans 
in  which cabbage seedlings a re  dying while other hosts remain healthy. 
Pot 106 inoculated with F. citrulli, all watermelon seedlings dying, 
but other hosts remain healthy. Third pot with no number, inoculated with 
F. niveum, watermelon seedlings dying, all other hosts healthy. Pot 111 
' inoculated with 3'. Zycogersici, tomato plants wilting, all other hosts re- 
maining healthy. 
b. Four series of pots in the greenhouse, first row a t  bottom. Pots 105 
nd 106 inoculated with F. citrulli a l l  watermelon seedqings dying. Pot  
07 inoculated with F. niveurn, an; pot 114 inoculated with F .  ~oolelzsis. 
,atermelon seedlings dying in both. Second row, pot 100 inoculated with 
'. co~zgluti~zans, pot 1 0 1  inoculated with F. tracheiphila, pot 102 inocu- 
lated with E'. vas?irfectum, pot 103 inoculated with F. oxysporum. Third 
row, pot 104 inoculated with Fusarium from cucumber fruit, pots 108 and 
109 inoculated with Fusarium from blossom end rot of watermelon fruit ,  
pot 110 check, no inoculation. Fourth row on top, pot 112A and 111 in- 
oculated with F. malvacearzt?n. Notice watermelon seedlings are  all healthy 
in  the u m e r  three rows. 
c. s i x  pots all  inoculated with F. lycopersici. Notice tha t  tomato plants 
.in last pot to the left a re  all  wilting and have lost most of their foliage; 
on the other hand, the  squash, cowpea, watermelon, pumpkin, and cabbage 
planted in the other pots a re  all .healthy. 
fectiol;. At the end of ten weeks tile plants in each pot were inoculate& 
vith Fusarium full& 3s indicated in Table 9, the customary check being 
allowed to each ser:es. The method of inoculation collsisted in  inserting 
a copious amount of young, actively growing mycelium a t  the base of 
the lzealthp host through n wonnrl made with a sterilized scalpel. Ster- 
ilized moistenecl cotton was then appliecl around the inoculated area and 
covered with the sterilized soil from the pot and kept damp for two 
days without, however, placing i t  under bell jars. The results of these 
inocnlations are shown in Table 9, which is self-explanatory and which 
further sul?stantiat~s the results recorded in Table 8. 
~ r d e r  to clcternmine whether t h e  species . of Fusaria recorded in  
9 are pathogenic to tubers of Irish potatoes, the following experi- 
were tried: J-realthy Irish Cobbler potatoes were secured, care- 
I L C L I J  \vashed ancl dipped f u r  one minute in a solution of one part  cor- 
rosive sublimate in two thousand parts of water. After this treatment 
the tubers were rinsed in sterile water to remove all traces of the dis- 
infectant. The potatoes were then clividecl into series of three each 
and in each series .two tubers vere inoculated v i th  a Pusarium species 
ancl the thircl one left as a clieck. The Fusaria used i n  this experiment 
were : F. niveum , 3'. nzatvacennlnt, 3'. cuczlrr.bita.e, F. F?ycopersici, F. con- 
n7n1+"-.lns, F. Znth?jri, and P. oxyspomtrn. I n  thirty days after inocu- 
F. o.z.?jsporlrnl produced a slight rot while all the others failed to 
ally inf ectioh. 
C. LARORATOI<Jr EXPERIMENTS. 
In  ( 
i t  is. 
considi 
phpsio 
serratj 
Exp 
inocnl 
11. - . 
lonnection 
of course, 
tecl .in: (:I 
with field nnd greenhouse studies of - thogens 
necessarv to carry on laboratory exper-1111enr;s. These 
! Isolation morli ; (2) cnltlnre work ; historv, 
logical ant1 nio~l~ological  studies of the organ der ob- 
Lon. 
ISOLATIONS. 
( 3 )  life 
isnls un 
eriments haye already been referred to on page 18, where actual 
ations were carrjecl out in the greenhouse with pure cultures of 
ganisms her: studied. The sources nf isolation of thew Fusaria 
1so inclicaterl on page 18. The methocl of isolation was as follows: 
1 seecllin,ns or vine< T w r P  cut ~vith cllarp cciwor~ j11to snlall pieces 
FIGURE 6. 
a. Healthy okra plant growing in same hill of wilted squash plant in flc 
b. Plate culture of isolation ot F .  cucurbitae from wilted squash vine 
'. 
about one-eighth of an inch in length. These pieces of plant tissue 
were then rinsetl in  distilled water, dropped in  a test tube and dis- 
infected for one-half minute in a solntion containing equal parts of 
1-1000 mercuric chloride a.nd 50 per cent. alcohol. The bichloride solu- 
tion was poured off and the plant inaterial rinsed five times in  sterile 
water to wash off all traces of the disinfectant. With this method of 
isolation each host was, of course, done separately. Tubes with agar 
medium were melted and cooled down to the proper temperature. With 
a flamed and cooled forceps a piece of the plant material was placed a t  
the mouth of the tube and thoroughly crushed with the forceps and 
then shaken up with the media. The content of the entire tube was then 
poured in a sterile petri dish and allowed to cool. I n  order to keep 
out contamination from bacteria, a drop of 5 per cent. lactic acid was 
added to each petri plate. As soon as grow$h appeared, transfers were 
made to slants in tubes and the resulting pure growth was used for 
inoculation or stud?. More than five thousand platings were made 
from these various hosts here mentioned and in  the majority of caseq 
a m r e  culture of Pusarium was obtained from tissue of wilted water- 
melon or squash plants, thus showing the association of the Fusariunl 
with the wilt. The pathogenicity of these Fnsaria was already shown 
in Tables 9 and 9. 
thc 
% 
5 
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an 
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It has been previously stated that Fusaria growths were isolated from 
tissue of wilted roots or vines. I t  further, became necessary to determine 
whether or not the Fu~aria-milt-producing fungi also live in the soil. 
Accordinglv isolation ctdtures were made from sick watermelon and 
squaih soils a t  the following dcpths: one, three, six, nine, twelve, twenty- 
four, thirty-six and forty-eight inches. The method of isolation was as 
follows: One Frmn of sick soil WRS placed in a sterilized eight-ounce' 
'3aby bottle, to which was nddeil 50 c.c. of sterilized water equivalent to 
1/50. The bottle waq corked with a flamed stopper and shaken with an 
llectric-revolving r p p a r ~ t u s  for thidy minutes. Then with a sterile 
oipette 1 C.C. of the 1/50 solution was taken out and placed in  another 
terilized baby bottle which contdr?ed 20 c.c. of sterilized water. This 
pas equivalent to 1/1000, that is, one gram of soil i n  1/1000 c.c. of 
vater. Ayain with a sterile pipette, 1 c.c. of the original 1/50 was 
w put in a habr bottle which contained 900 c.c. of sterile water, mak- 
: i t  equivalent to 1/100, that is, 1 pram of soil to  1/100 c.c. of wnt0.-. 
atings wcre now made by adding 1 c.c. of the 1/100 dilution to tubes 
melted niedia and then pouring i t  in a sterile petri dish. Similarly, 
2 same v-as done by adding 1 c.c. of the 1/1000 dilution of melted 
ar  and poured ill sterile petri dishes to which was added a drop of 
per cent. lactic acid to inhibit bacterial growth. The plates from 
100 dilution were marked A and those from 1/1000, B. Over 1000 
1 isolation plates were made. No attention or counts were made of 
y other growth except Fusaria. As soon as the latter appeared they 
re trancferred to slant9 and simultaneously the pathogenicity of some 
of these organisms tested by inoculating them in pots of sterile,soil and 
plnnte2 with squash or watermelon as the case might be. F r ~ m  these 
isolations it was determined that m-ilt-producing Fusari-a from a water- 
elon sick soil are yery abundant to a depth of the first to the tme 
ich. Howevei; the nun~bcr  of Fusaria colonies decreased with a dt 
?lorn twelve inchcs. Finally, at  forty-eight inches deep the numbe 
colonies was about 60 per cent. less than in the first twelve inches of soil. 
The strains of Fusaria isolated from a depth of forty-eight inches were 
as virulent upon watermelon seedliilgs as those from the upper twelve 
inches. Isolations of the aanle depths as for sick watermelon soil were 
squash sick soil with nearly similar resi 
tl' 
of 
0 
for F u  ults. . 
Sr~yone who has worked with Fusaria will appreciate the difficulty 
rld the dilemma in ahich one finds hinlself when trying to identify 
lese organisms. With our present meager knowledge of the F u s a r i u ~ ~  
ronp'one is at  spa when it co~nes to classifying or describing new species. 
t times one is inclined to believe that sucli an undertaking is a hope- 
ss task. The w ~ i t e r  agrees with Sherbakoff (20) that i t  is useless to 
.y out nlany cultwe media for Fusaria f~uzgi. Of the large variety of 
ledia trier1 those adapted in our work were, therefore, few and con- 
sted of potato plugs, cornn~eal, and rice agar. The results of the 
dture work on the Fusa~ia  here studieil are sho~vn in Table 10. Prom 
le a h o ~ e  Table (see also Fig. Qa to j) i t  i!: seen that Fusarizcm citg 
?d F. rnnlvtfcenrum belong to the t y ~ ~ ~ i s c o l o r ,  whereas F. niv 
1d F. poolensis are of the Flegans type. The characteristics of 
!her Fusaria are also indicated in  Table 10, which is self-explana't-. . 
s to odor, Carpenter (3 ) ,  Cromwcll(5), and TITooldnweber (25) state 
)at F. r n ~ i n f c c f u m ,  P. tmchcf?>ft i7n, P. l!lcoprr.cici nncl F. nivez~m pro- 
uce none. Tn ou-i work on stealned rice, i t  m7as foun'rl that this was not 
'maps the case. F. nivmrnz and F. cong7uiifinnn aln-ays producer 
lo r  of ripe banana, P. c i t ~ u ' l l i  2nd F'. cuc~t~bitne an odor of st1 
cohol. F. t~ar l ze iph i la  a11 odor of alight fernwiltation and latcr of rot 
ihbayc, F. ltjcopersici medium lilac. T t  is therefore rerv doubtful IT 
lor is of any taxonomic value in dletennining species of Fusaria. 
aently a culture seems to 112re no odor; however, as soon as the l~iycel 
1 the test tube or flask is slightly rlisturl,erl, its odor is a t  once 
pated. The odor is nsuallp strongest when the culture is seven to 
ays 01 d, hut grg cluallp disappear!: an cl is completelp ,gone with 
n our work ancl as found hp others, rice is the best meclium for clt 
lining color (Fig. Ya to g ) .  J-Ton7erer, the latter can o n l ~  1 1 c ~  stuciiert 
I yonn,y ~rultures, R S  color, like odor, n .~i~eral l~-  disappears ~l-ith age. 
ome species impart a strong color, ~~llic11 hccomes permanent. The 
)lor of F. pooZen,.$$s, for instance, which is n dcel-, blue, cloes not c h a n ~ e  
lo~r<zh the cnltllres hecome v c . ~  old. TTqnallr wit11 the diqappearance 
' the  color. there Ss a l a ~ g e  amount of T I ~ ~ ~ P T  of condensation forn~ecl on 
pulli 
ewn 
the 
-orv. 
conp 
ting 
7 .  C 
cristics of P 'usaria stud lied. 
mtive. . . . 
to  none. 
Species 
Chlamy- 
dosporen Sclerotia / Sporodochia I Pionnotes / :roconidia septate Macroc 4-5 se 
Fusarium niveum 
Fusarium 
citrulli n. sp 
Fusarium 
~~oolens 's  n. sp. 
F~isariurn cuc:ur- 
ltitne n. sp. 
1;usariuln 
oxysporurn 
Frlsar~um vasin- 
fcctum. 
Frisar~um vas.n- 
fcctum. 
Fusarium malva- 
ccarum n. sp. 
Fusarium tra- 
. lleiphrla. 
Fusarium con- 
glutinans. 
Fusarium 
lycopersici. 
Fusarium 
lathyri. 
-- - - 
Large, green to  
blue. 
Entire sur'ace 
of media be- 
comesmass f 
blue sclerotia. 
None. . . . . . . . . 
None. . . . . . . . . 
J<llIp s:.{cro[ia.. 
H ~ I &  gray. . . . . 
f3luc gray. . . . . 
Ahorlive. . . . . . 
Green and t!esh 
co!ored. 
Absent.. . . . . . . 
F:esh colored.. . 
Abortive. . . . . . 
- 
Numerous. . . 
Numerous 
purple 
co'or. 
Abortive blue 
Nonc. . . . . . . 
R.lany.. . , . . . 
N u n ~ r r o . . ~ .  . . 
Numerous. . . 
Abor 
Few 
Absent.. . . . . 
Numeroos. . . 
Abortive to  
numerous. 
--- - 
Reduced . . 
Perrect.. . . 
Abortive . 
None..  . : . 
i<cdllced.. . 
Perfect.. . . 
Perfect.. . . 
PerPect.. . . 
None. . . . . 
Absent.. . . 
Perfect.. . 
Perfect 
IntercaJary and 
terminal. 
Terminal. . . . . . 
IntcrcaJary and 
tcrnm~nal. 
Abundant. 
tprm~nal and 
intercallary. 
l'erminal and 
intcrcallarv. 
Interca!lary and 
term~nal .  
Intercallary and 
terminal. 
Intercallary and 
terminal. 
Interca!lary and 
termlna . 
Terminal. .  . . . . 
Intercallary and 
terminal. 
Mostly term- 
inal. 
Up to  60% 25-55x 
3.50-5u. 
Few or none. . . . . 
Abortive. . . . . . . . 
Up to  100% 30- 
80x 2-311. . 
CJp to  100% 2.7- 
48x 3.25-4.511. 
Up to  100% 23- 
4 6 ~  3 .4 -5~ .  
Up to  100% 23- 
46~3.14-5u.  
Scarce . . . . . . . . . . 
23.6-40x 3.5-411. . . 
In  majority 35- 
55x 2.5-3.3~. 
Up to  50% 39-48% 
3.5-5u. 
Up to  100% 1 5 . 8 ~  
4 .2 -30 .8~5 .6~  
Up to  15% 45-60x.E 
3.5-5.211. 
5 septate 80% 50-8Ox up to  
3 -4 .3~ .  
U? t o  2 %  32-35x 
2.5-3u. 
Few 45-85~  
2.2-3 5u. 
5 t o  15v0 "041)-5:(x 
3.5-5u. 
1Jp to  25% 34-5Bx 
3 - 5 ~ .  
Up to  25% 34-56x 
3-5u. 
5-6 septate up to  
10070 25-4Ox 
4-Bu. 
28-48x 3 -4 .5~ .   . . 
Rare..  . . . . . . . . . . 
Few 4 5 - 5 8 ~  
3.5-5u. 
Few 20-38.5~ 
4.5-5u. 
- 
. 
D . 
Elegans. . . 
R!egans. . . 
g\egans.  . . 
I<'egans. . . 
E!egans. . . 
Dis-olor.. . 
Elegans. . . 
Elegans.. . 
E!egans. . . 
Martiella. . 
Ripe banana,. . 
Medium lilac.. . 
Strong lilac.. . . 
Strong alcohol 
Slight lilac.. . . . 
Strong lilac ... . . 
Strong lilac.. . . 
Strong lilac. . . . 
Slight fermen- 
tation en cabbage. to  rot- 
Ripe banana..  . 
Medium lilac.. . 
Strong lilac. . . . 
- 
Watermelon 
wilt. 
Wilt melon f ~ e e d -  water-
lings. U? 
Watermelon 0 
wilt. 'rl 
.'S:1uash wilt. < 
L 
Potato wilt.. 
Cotton wilt 
Okra wilt 
Okra wilt, weak 
parasite. 
Cowpea wilt. 
Cabbageyellow; 
or wllt. 
Tomato wilt, 
sleeping sick- 
ness. 
Sweet pea wilt. 
- -- 
FIGURE 7. 
rc to d-Flask cultures on rice. a. Fusarium vasinfectum. b. F. citrulli. 
e .  F .  n ~ v c i r ? ~ !  d.  F noolonstr 
e to g-Plate cultures rice agar. e. F. poole?tsis. f .  F .  nivetim. g. F.  citrulli. 
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th of the glass as well as on the surface of the mycelium and 
la :ntire niedium becomes soft, the nlycelium disintegrates, and 
the wllule mass becomes bathed in a clear vinegar liquid. 
LIFE I-TISTORP. 
I n  order to deternline the life history of Fusariz~m nizleum and 
F'usariunz cucurbilne and if possible to disco~rer an ascagenous stage, a 
large cumber of derd watermelon and squash vines were collected dur- 
ing June, 1917 and 1918, and each placed separately in a heap in  the 
field and exposed to weather conditioils at  Prairie View. Similarly, 
wilt-infected watermelons and squash vines were placed in wire cages 
and exposed to weather conditions in  the writer's home garden. Cul- 
tures were then made eyery month froni the, above material. These 
monthly cultures mere started in July, 1917, and in  July, 1918, and 
were continued during August, September, October, November, Decem- 
ber, January, February, Blarch, April, and May for these two years. 
I n  each case, no difficulty was experienced in isolating Fusaria from 
the watermelon and $quash vines from July to December. However, 
after January the vinqs were partially decayed and it became very diffi- 
cult to obtain a satisfactory pure growth. This was especially true 
th the vines set in a heap in the field, although less so with the vines 
lt away in  wire cages; It should be added that the wire cages were 
t in the garden, exposed to the weather, lying on broken pieces of 
ick to insure d rs inqe  and p r e~en t  decay. Drops of 5 per cent. lactic 
id added to the media helped in  part to exclude large numbers of bac- 
-ia. Fusaria obtained from wintered-over wilted wat.ermelon and squash 
nes. respectively, mere then inoculated into sterilized pots and soil, 
lieh mere separately planted in  watermelon and squash seed. In no 
ye did the Fusarium isolated from wintered watermelon vines fail to 
feet watcrrnelon seedlings. The same was also true for the Pusarium 
~latecl from wintered-over ~ q u a ~ h  vines thus proving definitely that 
e rines from wilted watermelons or squash help to carry over winter 
e Fusaria wilts of these hosts. T h e n  me realize that the average 
rnw,  after picking his melons, abandons his fields until spring, we 
n readily see that the old watermelon and squash bines, especially j 
seased .fields, should offer the most favorable means of carrying ovc 
,m season to sesson the Fusnria which produce milts. I~ikewise. ma; 
 termelon el on growers, after picking the melons .turn the field over . 
:attle. This, no doubt, is a good practice only in  healthy fields, as 
Shis case the cattle eat up all vines and culls, 2-t the same time ferti 
ng the l a ~ d .  On infected land such a practice, however, is objecti 
le, as the cattle in  roaming about actually help to spread the dis6 
carrying on their hoofs some of the infected soil particles. I1 
ro likeIp that the wilt organisms may pans unharmed through 
yestive tract: as the catilc feed on the diseased vines. Experime 
determine this were not carried out. Finder and Jones(l1) s u g ~  
is as a po~sibiljtv when cattle feed on v i l t  (Fz~snrium congluf im 
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FIGURE 8. 
a. Macroconidia of Fusar ium vnsinfectum. b. Chlamydospores of F. vasinfectum. 
c and d. Macroconidia and chlnmydoc~l~ores of F. oxysporum. e. Micro and  
macroconidia of F. congluti~za?zs. f .  Micro, macroconidia and chlamydospores of 
F. niveum. g. Micro, macrocondia and chlamydospores of F. malvacearum. h. 
Micro, macroconidi:~ ancl chlnlnydospores of F. citrulli. i. Micro, macroconidia 
and chlamydospores of F. poolensis. j. Micro, macroconidia and chlamydospores 
* of I?. cucurbitae. 
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fected mbbage. ~ s ' f a r  as possible infected watermelon or squash v 
dLloulcl not be turnecl undcr but should be destroyed. This, of cou 
will inrolre extra cost ai:d labor, but no progressive grower will ( 
sicler this an obstacle, especially so where the farm depends to a 1: 
extent on the success of the watermelon as a cash crop. 
To further prove that Fusaritm wilt of the watern~elon is carried 
over with infected vines which are plowed under, the following experi- 
ment was tried: Several 5-inch pots were filled with good waternielon 
.;oil ancl twice sterilized i n  the autoclave for three hours under 15 "-- 
pressure. When Ihe soil was coolecl, several nratermelon vines con 
from a hill known to he killed by Fusarium and proved so thro 
culture isolation, were worked in  t l ~  sterilized soil and' then covt 
with a laper of paraffin. These pots were then placed outdoors, a t  
College Station to pass the winter over in the open. Early in  the 
spring, thew pots were taken into the laboratory, the paraffin cover re- 
nloved, and healthy watermelon seeds which were first disinfected fo:. 
le-half minute in a solution of bicbloride of mercury of the same 
reng-th as described on page 16 were planted in the pots. The seed 
id gcnninated normally but after eight days started to wilt. Isola- 
tion cultures were made from these wilted seedlings and a Fusarium 
which corresponcled to 3'. niaeun~ was also i~olatecl from the soil of 
these pots. Both strains of Ftwaria when reinoculated into steriiized 
.nil planted with watermejon seeds produced the typical wilt. This 
paved that wilted watermelon plants when worked in the soil will help 
1 infect it. It should be added that at  no time was an ascogenous stage 
scovered on wintered-over infected watermelon or squash vines. Neither 
have we been able to find .the Necosl-l~ospora va.einfl cT of 
the cvcnrbits studied. 
ecfn stag 
It is generally concede6 ihat temperature studies both of the air and 
of the soil are important factors in favoring or retarding the spread of 
certain important disease-proclncing organisms which are carried over 
in the soil. Qilman(l0) has shown the important relationship of tem- 
perature to cabbage wilt (F?~-wrium congltc t innns) . Likewise Johnson 
and Hartman(9) ha+ demonstrated that soil temperature is the most 
important factor in determining the extent of the root rot (Thielavin 
wko la )  of tobacco I n  our present work on cucurbit diseases i t  mas 
xessary to d e t e r ~ ~ ~ i n e  rrll ther or not there exists any relationship be- 
veen outdcor ten~pcratizre cf the air and that of the soil to the Fusarium 
wilt of cncurbjts. It mas aiqo necessary to determine the possible effect 
of these tempcmtures on the life historv of the cncnrbit milt-producing 
Fnsaria. Hence, cspecinlly built soil tllerniometers mere secured from 
the Henry Green Company of Broolil~rl, NCTV York. These thermome- 
. ters mere placed iri the soil to a depth of 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 36, and 48 
inches. They were installed in a typical n~atermelon soil at Prairie 
View. The thermometers mere stuck in the soil in a straight row and 
at a loot and a half distance from ezch other. The parts protruding 
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8 
se ground were protected by a cage, the walls of which consir 
e ordinary chicken wire. This was done i n  order to preve 
lking of the instruments by the field workers or by possible ro 
nals. The soil around these instruments was carefully hoe( 
was done each time the field was cultivated. An outdoor 
neter was also hung u p  on the outside of the cage and reaulngs 
e taken three times daily, that is i., 12 m., and 5 
se  readings started April 20, 1918, still being taken. 
ected that these soil temperature s ill be further con 
a t  least ten to fifteen years. It is bellered that soil temp€ 
L will he of iniportance not .only to interpret occurrence of 
,ases, but it will also be of vaiue to t h e  agronomist, horticul 
to the practical trucker. It is unfortunate that facilitiet ..,-, 
:ing for recording soil-moisture data in  connection with the so 
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FIGURE 9. 
a. Monthly rainfall for 1918. b. Monthly rainfall for 1919. 
View. 
- .- 
iture readings. No reccwds were kept of the rainfall a t  Prairie 
These data, howeyer, were obtained from the chief of the U. S. Weather 
Bureau, to whom credit is here given. I n  referring to Figure 9a and b 
one will see that the rainfall data for 1918 and 1919 are recorded 
f n ~  Hempstead. a town about four niiles distant from Prairie View, 
both in T17aller county. Jn studying Figure 10 we see that the out- 
) temperature as well a? the temperature as indicated by the ther- 
neters of one and three inch under the soil fluctuate for April, 
1919, but fluctunte equally. However, on the other hand, thc 
peratnres as indicated bv the twelve, twenty-four, thirty-sil 
forty-eieht-inch thrrmometerq remained fairly uniform. T t  is 1 
seen that the temperatures of the deeper thermometers, c s p c ~ i a , , ~  Li,, 
3 tem- 
c, ancl 
'urther 
Il,, th, 
DEGREE 
- OUTDQO 
I - t INCH 
I) - -3  P, . 
- 6  9,  
- 1 ,, 
- 24 .1 
FIGURE 9s. 
Sample explaining soil temperature readings for one day in earh Figure 10; 11 and 12. A to H representing temperature readings. 
numbers repreaentlng degree P. Each column represents an average temperature of three read~ngs per day. 
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nty-four, thirtysix, ancl f orty-eight-inch, did not go below 55 
se 70 degrees F. The sanie mas practically true for April, 191 
further studying Figure 10 me see both i n  May, 1918, and 1919 tl 
per temperatures gradually rose to almost 7'0 degrees F. and fluc- 
ted very little above or below. On  the other hand, the temperature 
icated by the three and six-iccli therrnonicters fluctuated more or 
closely with the rise or fall of the outside temperature. Rainy days 
~ l d  frequently. cool off the temperature of the outside as well as the 
p e r a t ~ ~ r c  of the one, three, and six-incl: thermometers, whereas the 
perature of the twelve to forty-eight-inch thermometers would re- 
n more or less constant. Again referring to ~ i ~ u r e s  9 and 11 we 
that Nay: 1918, was a, very dry month; whereas May, 1919, had 
siclerablc rainfall. This mas also true of June, 1918, which was 
t;Aceedinqly dry, and June. 1919, which mas very wet. It became, ther- 
fore, evident that in  a dry month such as June, 1918, the deeper ter 
peratures. especidly those of the twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six, and fort 
eight-inch thermometers would practically remain constant a t  80 d 
>s F. or a little above. In  June, 1319, with considerable rainfall, ' 
deeper temperstures, although remaining constant, were consider- 
r lower, i. e., 70 degrees F. or slightly abore, a difference of about 
dp~rees. The same was practically true of August, 1918, and 19In 
? Figs. 9 and 12). 
So temperatur? data are available for .Tanna~ ,  1918, since 
: mere started only on April 20 of t.hat year. Trowever, in stndyir 
ure 12 for January, 1919, we see that the outside temperature 
i as the temperature indicated h~ one, three, and six-inch thermor 
s fluctuated considerably and this depended on the outside ter 
~ture .  However. the deeper temperatures, especially those fro 
lve to forty-eiylit inches, remainecl more or less constant a t  55 to ( 
rees P. Furthermore, during the coldest days in January, 1919, tl 
perature of the one, three, and six-inch therlnometers never we. 
n to the frewinz point and the tcniperatnre~ of the deeper thermom- 
s remainecl high enouqh to maintain the acti~-ities of soil organism? 
hcse depths ($ee Table 11). Tn Figure 12, for February, 1919, we 
see that that month was considera1~1~- warmer than January, and 
o~~ t s idc  tenlpereture as well 3s the temperature of the three and six- 
1 therlnometers fluctuated niuch more than i t  did during January. 
9. Howe~~er ,  the. ternperat~lrm fro111 the twelre to forty-eight-inch 
mometers remained nlore or less constant a t  50 to 55 degrees I 
s permitting microorgani~n~ actirities in the deeper strata of the FO 
+her .interpretation of Figures 10 to 12 will be referred to under li 
o ~ . .  as well as soil isolation studies. Figure 13 will be interpretell 
er the discusion of the prevalence anrl spread of wilt. It is to be 
med  from the foregoing cljscussionr: that tho cleevnr temperatures 
ain more or less constant and that during the coldest months 01 
 us^ and February durin,g 1919 in TTaller county the temperatu 
~ o t  clrop lorn t1nony.h to interfere n-ith c o ~ l  lnicroorganism actiritit 

Furthermore, the deeper t~niperatures are not greatly influenc 
slight outdoor changes dnring the same season. A rise or fall 
g e e s  of the deeper soil temperatures is. however, noticed if the o u ~ u o o ~  
temperature rises or falls for a considerable length of time or by t h ~  
occurrence of a t  least a six-inch rainfall. From this and reference to 
Table 11 it is quite evident ~vhp cucnrbit Fusaria in the soil are prac- 
Prevalence of wilt 
FIGURE 13. 
Prevalence of Fusarium wilt of watermelon during 1918 and 1919. 
tically actire during the entire year since the soil temperatures during 
the coidest month of the year remain fairly constant a t  50 to 60 de- 
p c r s  li'. I t  becolnes plain that if watermelon vines and culls are plowed 
u n d e ~  in a watermelon "sick" soil, the wilt-producing Fusaria will be 
furniqhed with food to live on during the following year even  thou^?^ 
the field is planted to a crop other than watermelons. 
~ ~ I L T S  O F  F ~ - ~ T E R I \ ~ E L O N  A D RELATE]) CROPS. . 39 
It has been shown that both Fz~sarium ?liveam and F. cucurbitae are 
caarriecl over from season to season with cleacl watermelon and squash 
~ lan ts ,  respectively. Jn the course of our investigations we have been 
able to prove that the above Fusaria are also carried over from year to 
rear in the soil., For this purpose,*~~~ontIily soil isolations were made 
of a sick watermelon fielcl during 1918 and 3 919. The method of iso- 
lation was already described on page 225. Cultures were made from 
the soil at  depths of one, three, six, twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six, and 
forty-eight inches. This was done for tlie purpose of comparing these 
..qtudies ~ i t h  the data obtained on soil temperatures a t  corresponding 
depths (see Figs. 10 to 12). The counts of the isolation of Fusarium 
colonies, are shown in Table 11. No counts were made of organisms 
other than F'usari:~. Bacteria were eliminated by adding one clrop of 
.5 per cent. lactic acid to each plate. 
The soil samples were drawn within an area four feet square to 
eliminate possible soil differences. Samples of the various depths mere 
each laid on a clean cloth, mixed with a sterilized spatula, placed in 
sterilized jars, brought to the laboratory ancl cultured the same day. 
The medium employed was Czapek's synthetic solution agar, vhich was 
made as follows : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  MgSQ, 0.50 p. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  K,RPO, 1.00 gm. 
........................................ KC] 0.50 gm. 
FeSO, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.01 gm. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  NaNO,, . : .  2.00 p. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Cane sugar 30.00 gin. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Distilled water .1000.00 c.c. 
Agar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15.00 gm. 
- --- 
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In studying Tahle 11 one will see that the watermelon sick soil cc 
tained a far larger amount of Fusaria than a so-called healthy watt 
melon soil. Furthermore, in the sick soil F. nityeurn actually predominat 
and its pathogenicity was verified through actual inoculations. Tal. 
11 further reveals the fact that colonies of the soil Fusaria and especial 
ill the watermelon sic]< wil were fairly abunclant in  numbers durt  
.T~nua~y and February, the coldest months in  1919. It is further aL 
pent that great numbers of Fusaria were present in all the depths 
died during the months of greater rainfall. For this reason + larger 
nber of Fusaria colonies were fonnd per gram of air-dried soil in 
.!anuary, 3919, than in February of tlie same year. (For graphic illr 
tration of amount of rainfall see Fig. 9.) The same was also true f 
April, 1918, which 'had a greater precipitation than April, 1919. T' 
reverse was the case for 34ay, 1918, with a precipitation of six inch( , 
?reas the precipitation in 1919 of the same month was thirteen inches. ' 
re, of course, the Fusaria were more numerous. The same was ap- 
ent for June, July, and Aucgust of '1918 and 1919, as shown in Table 
Table 11 
Month 
---A- 
F u s a r i a  1 
-- 
I 
Jan.. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Feb. - I - - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ r i i ,  1918. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A ~ r ~ l . 1 9 1 9  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  May, 1918 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  May, 1919.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  June, 1918 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  June, 1919. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  July, 1918.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  July 1919 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A~I~. ' ,  1918. 
Auk., 1919. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
colonies pel r gram air ( 
9 i n m h n a  
Iry waterm elon sick soil in depths 0f.t 
lea / 12 inrhes / 24 ineheg / 36 inches / 4 8 i ~ $ e s  Healthy sbil 
I seep deep . deep deep ( 1 inch deep 
**169.990 
100,561 
760.900 
302-,000 
168.000 
675,651 
300,000 
803 710 
500:0301 
560.000 
300,Oi)O 
871 ODD 
*209.000 
193,002 
798,306 
553.401 
3389, OOC 
869.99C 
323 OOC 
991 ,OOC 
732-.OOC 
761,OOG 
300,000 
*600,000 
?No rollnts were made of the f u n 4  other than Fusaria in the plates. 
*Fung! identjfi~d as Fusarium s?l;iti (Vart.) Ap. an3 Wr . F.  osysporurn Schl., F. caudatum Wr. 
**Fungi identified as Fusarum nlveum Ew. Sm. and F. oxJsporum. 
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~ n d  Figure 9. I t  seems, therefore, that the prevalence ~f Fusari 
incly soils, both in cliseasecl and healtally fields, is directly influence1 
be prevalence of soil moisture hrougl~t about by greater precipitatior 
mere xelrls no douljt but that numerous biting insects. (Fig. 4e to g 
he field, especially the cucumber-striped beetle, plays an iniportan 
in atarting infection and in disseminating the Fusarium wilts o 
rrrielon and other cl~eurbits. This beetle usually feeds on the vel: 
1.g seedlings, biting 'into the cotyleclons and into the young stems 
.by opening 1,he nray to infection. Numerous striped cucumbe 
es (Dinbroticrl zlittcrta Fab.) ,were collected al;ve from the water 
sick field a t  Prairie View and placed in  sterilized test tubes tha 
plugged with sterilized cotton. These were brought to the lab 
)ry, .taken out with sterilized forceps and allowed to crawl on : 
le-poured plate containing potato aiar.  I n -  three to four days ; 
lrium as well as sereral other fungi appeared on the tracks wher~ 
beetles were crawling. This Fusarium growth was purified, the] 
:ferred to slants, hnrl. inoculated into sterilized soil in  pots whicl 
planted with healthy watermelon seeds. The young seedlings late.1- . 
wilted in these pots and the Fusarium fungus was reisolated, provini 
definitely that the striped-cucumber beetle is one of the earners o8 
:+s m 
lecte 
may 
F" I-,, - 
~ u s a r i u k  which causes wilt in watermelon. Striped-cucumber beetle 
ell as a large lady 'heetle (.Epilac?/,rnn borecrlk Fab.) were also col 
d from a sick squash field a t  Prairie TTiew and treated in the samc 
as the striped beetle collected in the watermelon sick field with thl 
callle results, namely: that these insects which feed on squash plant 
were active carriers of the Fusarium squash wilt fungus. Many of thc 
collected striped he~tles from the watermelon sick field were let loosl 
in a mired caFe containing healthy watermelon plants which grew in ; 
rilized soil in pots. '1'1ie stripcd hcetlcs immediately started to feec 
the plantq, and after three days wilting began where these beetle, 
re allowecl to feed. The check plnnts vl.lic11 were allowed to be fei 
uL by the beetles collected a t  College Station from rose plants did no 
show any evidences of wilt hut the plants were finally destroyed by tht 
licetles as a result of the feecling. This sho~17ecl conclusively that tht 
striped cucumber heetle, as well as other insects, may carry the cucurbii 
Fusaria vilts from plant to plant. 
There seems to be no evidences as yet that these insects carry the 
causal orymisms sf the watermelon or squash wilts internally in their 
bodieq. Numerous striper1 n~cnmber beetles were collected in a dic~ase? 
maternlelon field as the? mere feeding on yonnq watermelon seedlings 
These insects wcre then placclc? in a sterilizer1 test tube ancl broncrht tc 
the laboratory and disinfected; for methods emploved, see page 225. 
Each beetle was then crushed up in a tuhe of ~nelted and nroperlv- 
cooled aexr and ponrecl into sterilized petri dishes. Over fiftv ~latel :  
were made hut no filng~.; gmvth aprear~d. This ceems to indieate,- 
rlthough.not very conclusivel~,--that the striped beetle does not ( 
,he causal organlem internally in its body. 
~FFECT O F  SOIL TEBTPEIL\TUEE A S D  ~ ~ O I S T L ' U R F ,  ON THE OCCURRE\ 
OF WIT.T. 
# 
It has already been pointed out that t h ~  increase in Fusaria ir 
,oil is governed, all things being eq~zal, by the. greater abundanc 
noisture in that soil. I n  referring to Figure 9 and Table 11 one 
,ee that a larger nun~ber of Fusaria colonies in the soil were act 
found'during the :nonths of greater rainfall. This is true not on: 
the summer but also during the winter months. The prevalenc 
E'usarium wilts of cucurbits does not seem to follow the same gel 
Iines: that is, the greatest amount of disease is found during J 
July, and Au=ust, when the temperature is the highest. Moisture 
not seem to be arr absolute necessit~ since the wilts are slightly - 
severe in a d~ ceason (see Fig. 13).  However, it should be added , 
in a dry season infected plants linger but little. In a wet season . 
infected p!ants remain alive a much longer period and frequently el 
durinc the entire ssowing season. The untrained eye will, therefore, 
,pt to orrrlook the disease. In  both eases, liowerer, the yields i n  a 
ield are reclucecl 50 to 100 per cent. It seems, therefore, that 
everity of cucurbit wilts goes hand in !land with the highest favo: 
oil temperature for the host. This seems m7hy wilt is worse duLA 
rune, July, and l ugus t  because at  that time the soil temperatures 1 
lighest and these te~pera tures  are also best for the fullest developmt 
f the host in the field. . 
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rrad- The field spmptome of the waternlelon wilt are manifested bp a g 
a1 wilting of the cot~1edor.s and yo~;np leaflets of the seedlings. ' 
; especially true mith secclling infeection in the field by J"ltsa&rn cit 
Fig. Ic), and F. poolensis. F. nniveum also attacks younq seedl 
u t  it is more frequently associated with the wilting of older p l a ~  
nfection map start at  an early age hut the clisea~ed~plant will app: 
?tly keep on grow in,^, this being especially true during wet weath 
n dry weather, however, the l e a~es  of the affected plants begin to VI 
radually resume their turgiditr over night, wilt again the next m 
c~g, and in  two to three days the affectecl plrint usually dies (Pigs. 
nd h ancl Ilia and b). Frequentlv the disease is confined to one or 
,ines of the plant, in which case the infected vine wilts while the others 
in the same hill remain healthy. Here the causal fungus is conf 
t~n1-j to the vascular bundles of the wilted vines. Later, however, 
fection spreads from the roots to the other vines of the plant. 4 
trary to the wilts of some other crops, an example of which is the 
bage which sheds its leaves, the foliage of dead watermelon vines 
not dror off but remains clinging to the plant. The causal funq  
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ilt. 
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founcl in both the ~ascnlar  buncllc; of the roots, stems, and petioleb, 
) which become more or less )-ello~red to b r o ~ ~ ~ n e d .  Isolation cultures were 
made from a Iargc number of wilted plants nncl Pusa~urn niveum wa? 
obtained from any part of thc roots, stems, petioles, and leaf veins. 
The causal f~uiiqus \?-a% aleo ~solaterl from the tip ends af the longest 
FIGURE 14. 
a. Watermelon fikld badly affected with Fusarium wilt. b. Watermelon plant 
wilted by Fusarium. c .  and e .  Female blossom of the squash. d. and f .  
Male blossoms of the squash. 
\Inc-s oC infected plants, but newr from the \i~aternielon fruit wllicl! 
often menages to ripen 21:il produce seed. Numerous plantings of seeds 
talien fro19 n ~ ~ l o n s  of infected plants were planted in pots with sterilized 
soil yicldecl 100 per cont. healthy plants . The symptoms of squash wilt 
(Firc. lh .  Xh, and (;a) arc iclcntical \\-it11 that of the watermelon, except 
hat the disease is not serious during the seedling stage but is I 
onfincd to the older plants, becoming e~riclcnt during blossoming. 
The Fueariuln of watcri~~elon ancl this is true of the Fusariuill of 
squael~ is confineci solely to the fihro-vascular bundles of all of the parts 
of the affected plant, the fruit apparently being an exception. As is well 
known, the fibro-vascular bundles are the conducting tubes througl~ 
which water and soluble nlilleral foocl are brought up by thc roots from 
the soil to the stems, leaves, and fruit. The Fusarium, in clogging 
these ~essels, naturally .shuts off the upmarcl flow of this licpjd and 
thereby causes the affected plant to wilt. Hence i t  is not uncoli~mon to 
see watermelon plants wilt although there nlay be an ahundanc - nr 
xrloisture ir: the soil. I n  cutting open, either lengthwise or cross 
one  ill notice that the vascular bundles of the stem of a diseased ;; 
are Inore or lees yellomred to slight.1~ browned, ~vhereas the vascular 
tern of a sten1 of a healthy plant is greenish and its general color is not 
much differentiated from the color of the other tissue. If a wilted 
vine is cut open and placed in a covered tumbler, the Fusarium fungus 
will. within twenty-four hours, be seen to grom out from the cut ends 
of the vines as a white cottony growth. This is not the case with healthy 
vines vhen similarly treated. This simple test may he utilized by every 
gromer to cleterrnim the presence of Fnsarium milt. 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
Fro111 the foregoing discussion ancl a reference to Table 3, i t  becomes 
-- evident that growinp maternlelons -011 the same land for a nuniber of 
years-will ~ ~ ~ e n t u a l l y  infect it with Fusarium wilts. This is also true 
of other cncurbits such as squash and casham. Wherever watermelons 
form a basis for an economic crop, care sl~oulcl be taken to prevent the 
infection of the land with Fusarium wilt. This means that a definite 
systenl of rotation should be workecl out;  the kincl, however, mill clepencl 
on the location and the inclinations of tlie gkower himself. The point 
3 keep in mind is not to grom watermelons Illore than once or twice on 
he same land n6thout following i t  ~vit11 otlier crops for at least two 
three other pears. Tn this may o111y Trill the yromTer keep his lancl 
ree froin disease znd at  the qame time sncceccl hi prodt~cing st profit- 
raternlelorz crop. I n  cases where lancI I I : ~  alreaclp become sl ight l~ or 
adly infected with wilt, i t  shonlcl at  once lje g i ~ c n  a rest froill mater- 
~e!ons for sc~eral pears, sincc the lol~~gcr the crop mill be gron-11 on 
that land the more unfit i t  is likely to heconic for ~vaternle1on.s. Or- " 
ton(l7)  even rccommencls that infcct~cl soils slionld be given a re4  for 
ten to tme!ve years. T t  is fortunato inclcccl that Fusarium wilt of vater- 
melon is confined only to that crop: hcnrt. gny otlier economic crop - - - - -  
EP y r o ~ ~ - ~ i  on a diseased nrt~tcr~xelcn l:111(!. 
FIGURE 15. 
a. Watermelon hill killed by Fusarium. b. Healthy hill for comparison. 
Spraying for watern~elon wilt is of no ~ a l u e ,  since, as already shown, 
the disease only works in the i n t ~ r i o r  of the fihro-vascular or  water- 
conducting b~ulclles of the roots, stems, petioles,, and even veins of the 
FIGURE 16. 
a. Center row, citron, 100 per cent. resistant, growing in a watermelon sick field. 
b. Female blossom of watermelons. c. and d. Male blossoms of watermelons. 
e. Healthy watermelon leaf. f. Watermelon leaf burned by 4-4-50 Bordeaux. 
leaves. Spraying, however, lvill be of value in  protecting the crop from 
various leaf spots. Thic is especially desirable during a wet year but 
will he of little v a l i ~ ~  in a bcnqon with a lninin~nnl of rainfeil. The  
4-4-50 Borcleaus illisture formula as is generally recomnlendecl for other 
crops shoulrl lieycr be usecl for watermelons, squasl~es, or for any other 
of the ('11~11rhits. TTTatcrn~elo~l lea~es, as veil aq  t i ~ c  lei~ves or other 
cucurbit~. are sclisitire ancl clelicate ancl are easily buriie(l F i g .  LCie 
alicl f ) f roll1 the application of strong Bordeaux. l l l lc $a Test ai~plica- 
tion as TI-orked out frorn our investigations is a 3-8-50 Bordeaux inix- 
turc. E\ cn this nrcal; fom~ula, slightly burns the foliage, especially 
when the plants c?re young. However, it w a ~  fourlc? ti-itlt v-llc~l a  till 
weaker solution is used that the fungicide loses its efl'cc:tivcness iji con- 
trcllii~g leaf spots; hcnce, where spraying is absolrxiclv necessary the 
slight injury to the foliage when plants are still younz is less gerious 
than when the plants are unsprayed and the foliaye nl lc~et l  to I)e de- 
'-----d by the leaf spots. 
m the present work a discussion was given only of the results of our 
investigations on Pusarium wilt of watermelons and related cucurbit 
hosts. The Division of Plant Pathology and Physiology of- the 'I'exas 
Agricultura3 Experiment Station is now further investigating: 
(1) The various leaf spots of the watermelon which destroy the 
foliage. The disease produced by these leaf spots is commonly known 
as burning or firing. 
(2) Blossom end rot. 
(3 )  Blossom drop. 
(4) Diseases of the cucumber, cantaloupe, squash, and other cu- 
cnrbiis. 
It may be already stated that one form of blossom drop is but a nat- 
ural phenomenon. I n  carefully watching the watermelon blossoms (Fig. 
16b to d) as they appear during the season one will see that the'6ater- 
melon plant produces over 90 per cent. Inale blossoms and only about 
10 per cent. or less female blo~soms, the two sexes being formed sep- 
arately in distinct male and female blosson~s on the same plant. The 
male blossoms (see Fig. 1Gc and d)  usually drop off after their pollen 
has matured, whereas the female blossoms (Fig. 1Gb) cling to the vine, 
althougll only two or three marketable watermelons mature to a hill .  . 
In a dry season tlie plants pield on an average not more than two to 
three female hlossoms while all the others are male blossoms which, as 
already stated, clrop off after their usefulness has been completed. It is 
this drop of mnl(3 blossoms which often alarms the growers, as they 
believe that the shedding of the flowers means ruin to the crop. The 
same is also trhe lor the squash blossoms (see Fig. 14c to1 f ) .  
,I sumnlary of the results of the investigations on the Pusarium wilts 
of cucurbits in Texas 11cre presented lnay be stated as follows: 
(1) Fusaricrn wilt of watermelon i q  caused by three distinct species 
:aria, namely: P. vivezrnz, F. c i i~ l r l l i ,  and F. pooZen.4.~. 
' (2) The Fusaria of the watermelon wirt can only attack the water- 
melon but no other cucurbit hosts. 
(3)  The Fusarium wilt of squash and cashaw is caused by a distinct 
sl~ecies, namely: F. czccurbitne. This fungus attacks no other host 
except the two previously named. 
(4) Neither the watermelon nor the squash and coshaw Fusaria are' 
able to attack otber hosts such as cotton,-okra, cowpea, potato, tomato, 
or any other plants. 
( 5 )  Fusarium nivez~m of watermelon wilt is a distinct species and 
is not related to F. vasinfec-tum of the cotton and okra. 
(6) Fusarium uasinfectum is in  no way related to Neeoslnospora 
vclsinf ecta. 
( 7 )  Necosmosporn vasinfecta is a saprophyte and is rarely found in 
Texas. 
(8) Fusarium tiasinfecturn attacks the cotton and the okra only. 
(9)  Fusn~ium muluacean~m has proved to be a weak parasite 
on okraj capable of producing a wilt, but does not affect the cotton. 
(10) FzrsarizLm tracheiphila produces a wilt on the cowpea only. 
(11) Fusarium oxysporum proiuces a wilt on the potato only. 
(12) Fusarhm lycopersici produces a wilt on the tomato only. 
(13) Fzlsarium conglqctinans produces a wilt on the cabbagkaniy. 
(14) Fusariun Zathfi prodaces a wilt on the s m t  pea only. 
(15) It is doubtful whether Ftsam'urn n.iuezcm of watermelon can 
attack ginseng plants as stated by Reed(l8). From Reed's description 
he has not been working with cultures. 
(16) It is apparent that neither the cucumber nor the cantaloupe 
is subject to the same wilt as ;the watermelon or the squash. I n  Texas, 
cucumber 8,nd cantaloupe milts i r e  caused directly by Bacillus t r~~h0; -  
phillz~rn. A Fusarium is often isolated from wilted cucumber or ( 
Jogpe--%at this Fusarium is only a secondary invader and appa~ 
only a sapropllyte. 
(I?) Planting materrnelcns on the same land for a number of years 
will eventually infect i t  with Fusarium wilt and if this practice is con- 
tinued long enonph the soil will be rendered unfit for watermelons. The 
same is also true for the squash. 
(18) A three-year rotation oil a badly infected watermelon lanrI 
seems to be quite l;elpful in reducing the amount of the disease althoupb 
it  cioes not completely eradicate the Fusarium fungus in  that Iand. 
(19) Gourcls haue p r o ~ ~ l  to be inlmune to either the watermelon 
or the squash Fi-ronriunl wilts. 
2 0  The "Sugar Through" is a I-ariety O F  gourd which excels all 
lhe other gonrcls in its edible and ecoi~omic valne. I n  lands where 
~q '~a s? i  m lt is very Pewre, the "Sugar Through" may well take its place. 
both for its resistacce to disease and its p e s t  productiveness. 
(21) Sprapinc for Pnsarium milts is not reconlmended because the 
disease onlv works in the interior of the vater resgels of the infbctecl 
plants. Sprayinrr with 3-8-50 Rorcleans i4 .  l io~evcr,  rcco~~~nimdecl f o r
the control of leaf spots. 
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